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.A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view .of science and of the natural world. During these years
-most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are at the heart of scienice, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gain the ability to Siudy science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made. i

Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
Icast affected V the recent effort to produce new science instrUctional
materials. Deispite a number of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years-stand today as a comparatively weak link in
scignce education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum

.
and the recently revitaliied high school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent ohe attoipt to, provide a 1

sound approach to instruction for this relatively unc arted level..
At the outset the organizers -of the ISCS Proj t decided tlIat it

would be shortsighted and unwise to try;to fill t)he gap in middle
^school science education byssimply writing another textbook. We chose .

instead to challenge sothe 'of the most firmly established concepts
allout how to teach and just what science material can and should b9,... ,

taught to adolescents. .The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what '
authorities believe aboutSchools, teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to test these assumptions in actual classrooms
with real children. As conflicts have' ariSen, our policy has been to rely . .

. more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what -;

authorities said could or would liapperi. It 'is largely because of this
policy-that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departUre from

t
theihnorm. . -,

.
.

e primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-
f

ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each studente travel . ., - .0,.
.:- ' , 's% N

.% t.., , t
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at his Own pace, and .it permits the scope and sequence of instruction
to vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The 1SCS writers
hav systernatically tried to give the student more of a tole in detiding
wh4t he should study next and how soon1le should study it. When the
mazials are -used-as-intended, -the-ISCS tcacher serves more --as-a
"task easer". than a "task masttr." It is his job to help the student
answer the 'questions that arise from his own study ,rather than to try
to anticipate and package what rhe student needS to know.

There is nothing radically "new in .the ISCS approach-to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to personalize edueation..ISCS has tried to do. somethirig more
than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS'-major contribution has been to
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal
constraints; in an ordinary classroom "with ordinary children, -can in--
deed give maximum attention t& each student's progress.

The developthent of the ISCS material has been a group effort from
the outset. It began in.1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might 17e done tO iMprove middle-irade scienee teaching. Tee
-recoinmendations of these conferences were converted into atentative
plan for a -set of instructional materials by a small group of Florida
State 'University faculty members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Fhirida schools
during the 14155-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported by funds generously provided by The Flotida-glate University.

,In June of 1966, financial support was prOvided by the United States
Office of Ellucation, .and the preliminary effort was formalized into

, the ISCS Projeof Later, the. National Science Foundation made sev-
.. eral additional frantstin support. of the ISCS effort.

Tht first draft of these materials was produced_in..1968,-dming a
summer writing conference. The cOigerees were scientists, science
educatorsand junior high school teachers drawn from all over the
United States. The original materials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this volitme. More than ISO writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,opo children, in 40.
states, have been involved in their field testing. I

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this
material will find pat the great amount of time, -money, and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile.

1

te

..

vl
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Tallahassee,-Tlorida 7.7u/Directors.
February 1972 v. INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY
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The word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
but t?one are complete. Science is many things- and is hard to de-
scribe in a few wbrds.

We wrote this book to help you understand what science is and what
scientists do. ,We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for
you to do \and think about. We hope that what you do will help you
Jearn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel for how
scientists tackle problems.

How is this book different from other textbooks?

This book is probabiy not like your other textbooks. To make any
sense out of it, you must work with objects and subttances. You should
do the things described, think about, them, and then answer any ques-
tions asked. Be sure you answer each question as you come to it.

The' questions in the book are very important. They are asked for
three reasons:

-

1. To help you to think through what you see and do.
2. To let you know whether or not you undfrstand what you've done.
3. To give you a record of what you have done so that You .can'Ar

use it for review. .

Hol win your class be organized?

Your science class will probably be quit; different from your other
classes. This book will let you start work with less help, than usual

from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
off the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed yvill be wait-
ing for you.

4
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Your teacher will not read to yon or tell you thc things that you are
to learn: Instead, he will help you and your Classrgates

Try to. work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problem for yourself ton't ask your teacher for help Until
you really need it. Do no expect him to give you the answers to the
questions in the book. Your teacher -will-uy-to-lielp--you-find -where
and how you Went wrong, but .he will not do yout work for you.

After a few days, sonie of your classmates will be ahead of yoti and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is suppoSed
to work. Remember, though, that there will be no prizes.for 'finishing
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you. But be sure you under-
stand what you have done before moving on.

Excursions .are mentioned at several places. These special activities
are found at the back of the boOk. You may stbp and do a4 excursion
that looks, interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-

: 'cursions Will help you do some of the activities in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may a.sk you to do an eicursion.

a.
What am I exppeted to learn?

,
s

Quring the year, you will work very much as a .scientist does. You
should learn a lotiof worthwhile information. More imporiant; we
hope that you will, learn hOwf to ask and answer questions about

-

nature. Keep in mind that learniin' how to find answers toquestions- is
just as valuable asdearnirtg the anAiers Ihernselves.

keep the big picture in mind, too. Each chaptiir builds on ideas
already dealt with. These ideas add up to some of tile simple put
powerfUl 'concepts 4hat are so important lib' science. If you are given a
Student gecord Book, do all your, wri
book tUse your Record Book. for makin

From time tO time you may notice .thaf your classmates have not
always given the same' answers. ihat you pd. This.- is. no Cause, for
worry. Thew are many right answers to some of the questions. And
in some eases yon may not 'be able to answer the questions. As a
matter of fact, no' one knows the iinsivers to some of tjtém. This may
seem disappointing to you at first, kut you will socin .reafize.that there
is much Vat science does not' know: In thiS course, you will learn
softie of the things we don't know as well as what i§ known. Good hiCkt.

g in it. Do not write in this
raphs,;tables, and diagrams,

S.
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Some people have big ears. Some have big noses. Some have
dark skin; some, light. Most are honest; a few are not. Some

:are friendly; some, unfriendly. Many must wear glasses;
others donot. Abodt the only common characteristic of peo-
ple is thiir lack. of samenessthey are all different.

Variation is common throughout nature. The weather,
changes almost sdnstantly, the position and appearance of
the moon vary, and not.all parts of the earth .look the sante.

01-1. List any things you can tnk of that do NOT vary.

Variation prdsents many problems for sclence. The greater
the variation, the greater the problem. In order to make sense
out of almost any study, a scientist must have some means
of handling the variation he finds.

.4.
414..120v 111111111110.101 .14MK-We-s.

Tthe investigations in this book will help you understand
variation better. Most of the investigations will IN done on
human beings. Obviously, humans vary; we already know
that. But the big questions are "How do humans vary?" and
"How do we trasure hunialti variation?"



i.

These are not easy questions to answer. Ina faat, some of
the most difficult of all measurements in science have to do
with human variation. If you have been in the ISCS CO MSC
before, many of the techniques you used for studying energy
and matter will apply here also. But youJI come face to face
with some quite different problems too! You will soon dis-
cover that Setting up, and doing experiments involving hu-
mans is much harder than working with chemicals or force
measurers. Scientists are still uying to invent better "rulers"
for measuring humans.

In the' following chapters, you will be studying different
human .characteristiot. It will be up to you to try to make
sense out of the measurements you take and to relate one
set of measurements to another.

You should ask yourself continually "Is there any pattern
in what I have observed; and, if so, what is it?" Scientists
-continually search for patterns in what they study. "Is there
a pattern to the weather changes, to the movements-of ob-

jects through sp.ace, and to the growth of living organisms?"

Much of the real wd-rk of .science it in this activity of
seeking out patterns. Some of that work will involve,mathe-
matics. In factk mathematics has sometimes been called.the
"language of science."

LEFTY OR RIGHTY? Most peopke are ,either right-- or left-handed. But you proba-
bly know sOmeone who Can use both hands quite well. You

2 CHAPTER 1 may know others who 'Use a different hand for 'different

"-
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things. Perhaps they write with one hand and throw a ball
or eat with the father_ You .can't very %yell call such peopleeither right- or loft-handed: can you? Let's begin studying
human variation by looking closely at "handedness."

Let's see if we can find a, good way of deciding about a
persoh's handedness. The best way to do this is to find a
way to measure handedness. The next acitvity wilt show you
a way to do this.

Open. your Record Book to page 1, where you will find
a page full of zeros. Then find a partner. You will also need
a clock or a watch with a4second hand.

ACTIVITY
1

14, Have your partner cross out as many of the
zeros as he can in 30 secondi, using his right hand. Then
have him repeat,Assing hil left hand. In Table 1-1 of your
Record Book, record the number of zeros crossed out with
each hand. Then have him-time you while you cross out zeros
with each hand.

Table .1,1
.. -

1.7=

1. 5

PO .640.11% *****
11INPM.a.!. ow.,

Number of Zeros Ciossed Out Handedness

"'atm
Right

Nit

_ ,

.Left
.

,

Self

,..
Right

.Left .

CHAPTER 1 3
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By comparing the number of zeros crossed-out with each
hand. 'you can decide whether you are right- or left-han.ded.
But you can do better than that! You, can get a fair measure
of how much handedness you have. All you have to do is
divide the larger number of zeros that you crossed out by
the smaller number. Let's assume that you crossed out 30
zeros with your left hand and 20 zeros with your right had.

First divide the larger number (30) by the smaller number
(20).

1:5 Left
20)30.00

20
100

100
0

4

Then write either "Left" or "Right" after your answer. Which
word you write depends upon which hand crossed out more
zeros.

-

In the example, the left hand crossed 1:mt more zeros (30 to
20), so the word "Left" appears after the answer, 1.5. The
number-and word (1.5 Left in the example) is your handedness.
and-shoUld be entered in Table 1-1. Your partner's handedness

, should go there too.
The:larger the number from y6tir handedness calculation,

the more strongly handed you are. For example, if your
handedness calculation is "5 Right," you are five timesas good
with your right handas with your left. A "2.5 Left" handedness
calculation would mean that yon are two .and one half times as
good with your left. hand as with your right.

014. Suppose someone had a handedness measure of 1..
What would this mean?

01-3. Why is there no "Left" or "Right" written after the
%T.I in question -2?

Well, you now have a measure of your handedness. You
can begin collecting information about the handedness of
your other classmates. Record the data from nine other teams.
in Table 1-2 of your Record Book.

-
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Table 1-2

Name
Handed Ac.,s

Measure

Self

Partner
...

I.

2.

I
4.

5.
.

.

6.

7. .

8_

It.
.. .

9,
.

10.

11. ,

12..
,

13. = ,

14.
.

15.

16.

...
.. .01

17.
_

18.

^

...A. se...v.

1 8

,`Aikazigiar.vgjlg.

4

1

.4.
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This first activity has shown yoki ho4r to describe "onethuman characteristic scientifically. he trick is to find some
way of measuring many other feat res or traits. The word
handedness probably Cook on a new meaning for you when
you learned the crossing-out-zeroes test. You now, have a
numericol way of comparing your handedness With someone
else's. . .

If you have worked in the ISCS course before, you know,
the name given to this way of defining things by descOing
how to measure them. It's called operationally defining. Mapy
terms are not clear unless they are operationally defined.

Suppose you were asked what body temperature is. You
might say: "Place a thermometer under your tongue. 'Wait
about five minutes. Remove the thermometer .and read the
number at the top of the column of mercury." This is ari
operational definition.' it tells how Pbody temperature' can be
measured ThiS is quite different from saying that tempera-

, lure 4 "how hot something is."
Softie words can be defined by telling what an object does

(a hammer is something that drives nails). Describing their
appealrance works for others (a tree Is something With .leaves,
a trunk, etc.). But many words, partioularly in science, just
can't be' handled this way. When you come across one of
these vtlirds, try making an operational definition for it. The
meaning will often become suddenly clear.

A TREE IS.
.1

A limb to
swing on

---------



014. What makes a statement an operdlionol definition?

,01-15-:Write an operational definition of handedness.

mak an Operational definition, there are really two
questions that you might ask:

1. How can I tell when I have. some?
2. How can I tell how much I hav?

Sometimes-it is possible to answer the first question put
nOt the second. When this happens, you have .to settle 'for
describing how to tell when you have some of the charac-
teristics in question.

"`

)46 Now take a look at Figure 1-1 and notice the three boys.. NOW YOU SEE IT,
Your problem is to decide juseby looking at the picture NOW YOU DON'T
which boy looks tallest and which looks shortest

a.

a

Figure.1-1

014. Which. boy in the figure (A, B, or C) looks tallest and
which looks shortest to you? CHAPTER 1
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NoW check your answers to question 1-6 by measuring
with a ruler each boy's hei6;1; !, centimeters.

Throughout this unit, most measurements are to be made
in the metric system. If you.need to review the metric system,
see Excursion 1-1, "MeasuringMostly in .Moric."

Next look at Figure 1-2. Try to decide just by looking,
whether line AB or line BC is longer. Then check your answer
by-measuring the two lines.

Figuio 1-2
. 01-7. Which looks shorter: line 118 or line SC?

. Flgun 14

8 . CHAPTER 1.-3

You've probably seen optical illusions like Figures 1-1 and
1-2 l!lefore. The way the figures are drawn makes it very hard
for most people to judge lengths accurately. The artist's..trick
is to surround the important patt of the drawing with lines
ihat distrait your attention,Compare the lines AB and 8C
in Figure 1-3 with those in Figure 1-2. You can see that the
background lines make a great klifferencer

Suppose you were asked to describe by how much you
had misjudged tlie lengths of the lines? Or suppose you
wanted -to find out whether your classMates misjudged the
distances by the same amount you, did? How would you 'do

:^ , r` 4

,

q
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One deviCe used to measure how much an illusion fools -MASURING ILLUSIONS
people is called an illusion card. Figure 1-4 shows what the

_illusion card that you will use.loaks like.. As soon as you
get a partner and pick up an illusionccard, you are ready
to measure how much illuSionsfool people.

Figure 1-4 1'

ACTIVITY 1-2. Try sitaIng the two-ioarts of the Illusion card
In and 'out. Nogse that OA shortens and lengthens one of
the Itnei on the card.

410.

In

Out-

ACTIVITY 1-3. Adjust the card until the two lines look the
same length to you. Then measure to find out if the lines reilly
are the same length.

l<

01-8. Were the lines exactly the same length.aller you ad-
justed the card?

014. If not, by how many millimeters.did you misjudge? CHAPTER 1 9

22
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As you have now seen, the illusion card gives you what
you were looking fora way of measuring how much some-
one is fooled by an optical ifiusion. Now use The card to
test .yotir partner. Follow the suggestions in Activities 1-4
through 1-6.

ACTIVITY 1-4. 8, the subject should stand a least twoemetors
In front of E, the experimenter. Let E ho the card so that
he can see the scale on the back.

.

ACTIVITY 1-5. E should make the movable line as short as
possible. Then gradually he should lengthen the line. Have
S "say ''Stop" when the two lines seem to be the same length.

4--

l<=====4 >tr:===< I

Slide the 2

movable line
to the shortest
position.

ACTIVITY 1-6. E should read the scale on the back of the
card as shown. Record, beside Partner in the Going-out col-
umn of Table 1-3 in your Record Book, how many millimeters
too long or too short your partner's guess was.

Sample reading:
3.7 cm

NG

m 3

1111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111 111111111 111111111111i ''

TOO SHORT

0. -- 1 2 4cm

r'f.
C'=,. .,.' "' '"# 4..

. z
.

--" * ":'` '

et.".
-t.

3-

. 7.#1,-eca.,

0,

0

=

).
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Table 14
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Subject Going-out Reading Going-in Reading

Partner
4

,

SeIf
.

I.-
v

,

2.
A

de
.

3. 6

.

,

5. ..,
.

.

-

6_

8. .

9. ..

10. . - _

.,-.

II.

12.
,

13.

,

.

14. ' .

.

15.

,

.

-

-

It.
...

18.

. .

.

Wr

..
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ACTIVITY 1-7. Make the movable line as long as possible and
show it to ma partner. Then gradually shorten the line. Again
have your piekrtner say "Stop" when the two lines look to him
to be the same length.

4

r

Slide the
movable line
to the longest
position. 4

Read the scale as before Ad record your reading in the
Going-in columii of Table 1-3. Then repeat -the experiment,
with your partner holding the card and you doing the guess-
ing. Record your data beside Self in Table 1-3. -

To complete Table 1-3, you will need - Going-in and
Going-out readings on 18 of your classmates. If enough
classmates have made their measurements, you can get those
now. If not, get as many readings as you can and go on to
the next chapter. You can complete the table later when
more data are -available. .

As'you learned earlierklhis unit is ainied at helping you
learn how to describe and compare people's features by using
measurementt. In this chapter you've learned a way of
measuring twi3 rather unusual featureshandedness and
judgment of optical illusions.

In the next chapter you will study other variations among
people. You will also begin trying to compare some of the

- measurements you make, aud you will try to interpret what
the measurements tell you. As a preparation for that chapter,
try to use the information you have put into Table 1-2 and
Table 1-3 to answer these questions.

01-10 Are more people in Table 1-2 left-handed, or right-
handed?

0141. What is the Average degree of left-handedness? of
12 CHAPTER 1 right-handedness?

_.E.1;;,.. IN. t'. ,



D1-12. What is the. average Going-oin reading shown in
Table 1-3?

40143.. What is the average Going-in reading shown in
Table 1-3?

Before going on, do. Seif-Evalulation 1 In your Record Book..

.r

of

CHAPTER. 1 13
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Tallies and Tab es Chapter 2

There are hundreds of human features, characteristics, and
traits that have bOn described. You-have looked at a couple

.so far. In this chapter you will encounter some others to give
you a better feel for how to investigate human traits and
how to handle the data you_collect. Let's look first at the -
feature called "eyedness.r

1 cm 14, I:

ACTIVITY-2-1. Fold a sheet of .noteboojc paper snd remove
a small semicircie from the center.

4.

s4ttl.

.... d"r"'

ACTIVITY 2-2.Vriold the paper and hold it at arm's length:
With both eyes open, look through the hole at some distant
object. Now without moving your head or eyes, observe tr4
object with your left eye only. Again without moving head or
ayes, look With your right eye only. Be sure not to move the

.

At.

28

s
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1

When you studied the "handedness" trait, you foUnd a way
of measuring how much left-handedness or right-handedness
a.person has. Now, suggest a way to mtistire the amount of
right. or left-eyedness. Check your plan with your teacher.
Then, if it is okay, try it out, Record your data andobservations
in the space provided in your Record Book. ..

,

Jto

6,-,

,1.41111kAlitaille.- 42-o..,

If you could see the object through the hole in the paper
with your right eye closed, you are left-eyed. If you were
able to see it with your right ey&cipen and left eye closed,
you are right-eyed.

024. Are you right-eyed, or left-eyed?

Test tilew of your classmates to 'find out if they 'fire left-
or right-eyed. Each time you find a left-eyed person, put a
check mark (V) in_the_left-eyed tally line of Table 2-1 .in
your Record Book. Check the right-eyed tally line whenever
you find a right-eyed person.

;#4

Table 2-1 ,

Eyedness

Rtht

Left

Tallies (checks) Totals

A

From-time to time in this unit, you will be asked to do
problem breaks. These are problems for you to soKe; without
much help from your book ar your teacher. The problems
will usually help you understand what you are studying in
the Chapter. But that's not .ifieir major purpose. They -are
-designed to give ,you practice in problem solving and in
setting up your own experiments. You should try every prob.-
lem breakeven 'the tough ones. And in most cases, ycm
should have your teacher -approve your plan befoie trying
it. The first problem break in this unit is coming up ne,xt.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

4
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How quickly can you react? That's an awfully important
-question in some situations. How quickly the brake is pushed
by a driver often determines whether an accident will hap-
pen. The difference between a strike and a home run is a
matter of quick reactions and 'quick responses.1 So are a lot
Of other things.

In the next activity you will try to operationally define your
reaction time. After that, you will measure your partner's
reaction time. You will do this with what we call the "Grab-.
biness Test." To make the test, you will need a partner, a
meierstick, and a sthall piece of tape.

Tape

0 cm
1114111111111

20 cm

ACTIVITY 24. Place a piece of tape at the 20-cm mark on
the meterstick.

In a moment you will have your partner hold a meterstick
as shown in Figure 271. He will release it, and you will try to
catch it before it hits the floor.

Activity 2-4 shows you how to prepare to catch the meter-
stick.. You will use the same technique each time 0 is
dropped.

I.

*-

ACTIVITY. 2-4. Your finger and thumb .simuld be positioned
at the tape strip around the stick as shown. Finger and thumb
should be far enough away from the stick to allow a pencil
to pass on either side of the stick: This should be the starting
position for each trial.

Forefinger
Medratick .

# 4

I I II 2111111=1110A111111111=11111i1

Thumb

0 .N5:-! ,"' '

. : .

-;

., .
..

c. t"

HOW GRABBY ARE YOU?

',;('`

,

Figure 2-1

CHAPTER 17
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Hold the stick
at the 100-cm end.

o

Tape

ACTIVITY 2-5. Have your partner hold the meterstick as
shown. He should then drop the stick with no warning. When
he does, catch the stick without moving your arm. Practice
this a few times, until you get a feel for how it I. done.

Place your
lingers at
the 20-cm mark,
ready to catch
the stick.

lb /
ACTIVITY 24. When you are ready to make your measure-
ments, have your partner drpp the stick one more time. This
time, notice where your thumb is after you catcfi it.

I WA ;j re.

02-2. Which number on the stick did your thumb cover?
(If two numbers were covered, record the smaller of the two.)

Repeat Activities 2-5 and 2-6 five more times. Record all
six of your measurements in Table 2-2 in your Record Book.
Comf3lete the Self row of the table by finding the average
of your measurements: If you aren't sure how to find an
average, turn to Excursion 2-1 for help.

3

C.4 2 4", . ..,,r;s-;-- -;

4.
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Trial I Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Average

Self

Partner
- , .

-Change. places with your-partner and repeat Activities 2-4
through 2-6. Again record data for your partner in Table 2-2
in yotfr Record Book.

Place a mark for your average grabbiness . measurement
in the appropriate Tally row, of Table 2-3. Then do the same
for your partner's average grabbiness measurement.

Average Grabbiness
Measures Tally. Totals

4

25-34 .

35-44

45-54

6

c.

1,

.

# .

.

, 55-64

.

_

65-74 ..

75-84
.

A

_

t
85-94

.

.

.

.

95
..

.

.

.

.

. .

Your next problem is-to find the average grabbiness meas-
ure for at least ten more people. You can test some of your

* classmates during class or share their data. You may also
ask your wad= if yoti can take a meterhick home one night.

HI! WHAT:5
FOR SUPPER?

CHAPTER 2 1 9
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You can then measure the grabbiness of friends or members
of your family. When you' have made your measures and-
calculated the averages, put marks in the Tally rows of Table
2-3. You should end up with at least 12 tallies including yours_
and your partner's. Get even more measures if you have
time.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-2

Thus far in this chapter:. you have been dealing largely
with the sense of sight. You grabbed the meterstick when
you saw it drop..The distance the stick passed thiough your
hand is actually an indication of elapsed time. Design and'
carry out an experiment to answer the following question:
Do you react faster (or slower) to a sudden sound or touch
than you do to a visual (sight) stimulus? HINT: Be sure that
the subject has his eyes closed during the sound-touch experi-

,ment.
Do not spend more than bne class period investigating

either the sound or the touch (tactile) sense. 'Record your.
experiments, findings, and conclusions in your Record Book.

IS IT EITHER-OR? Take a look at Ihe way Tables 2-1 and '2-3 are set up.
though the two tables are similar, there is one big difference.
Can you see what it is? *-

1./
. .

02-3. What is the major difference between the way .Table
2-1 is set up and the way Tab1e.3-3 is set up?

Question 2-3 shouldn't have been too tough. Therbig
difference betwe9n the tables is in the pumber.of rows. There
are eight rowsAn the grabbiness table and only two rows
in the eyedness table.

D -4. Why was it necessary tb ha;,re eight rows on the grab-
binèss table and only two rows on the eyedness table? 0

02-5. Suppose you made a table for keeping track of howl
many boys and girls were in a class: HOw litany rows would
you need/

024. Suppose you wanted to keep track of peoples' heights. .

20 FHAeTER 2 How -many rows might you need in a table for this?

A
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The last three questions .deal with, an' important- point.
There are only .tvyo possible varieties of some human fea-
tures, such as sex and eyedness. But others, like height or
weight, vary much more widdy. The katures that come in
only two varieties are called either-or variations. Those that
vary more widely are called continuous variations.

02-7. Turn back to Table 1-3 in Chapter 1. Do the data
in that table suggest that being fooled by optical illusions
is an either-or feature?

024. Do the data in Table 1-2 of Chapter 1 suggeM that
handedness is an either-or feature?

As yoti have learned, the first step in understanding the way
human features vary is to find some way of measuring the
features. That is, to find a way of oper4ional1y defining the
feature.

024. In your Record Book, write an operational definition for
each of the following:

1. Iteaction to optical illusions
2. Eyedness
3. Reaction time (grabbiness)

If you had difficulty in writing these operational defini-
tions, reread the section following Table 1-2 in Chapter 1.
Your own definition there of handedness 'should help.

There's more to understanding variation than operation-
ally defining-terms. Affter you have measurement data, you
must analyze them. And this means you" must arrange the
data for easy analysis. One way to do this is to make a table
like Table 2-1, 2-2, or 2-3. Look at each of them again care-
hilly. Then examine Figure 2-2.

Figur* 2-2

ORGANIZING VARIATION DATA

Eyedness
N.,

. .
d Tallies (checks) Totals

,

. Right

-.
. .

.

.

4.

.

Left .

t

.

/
.

e
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Now try your hand at making a table of your own. Sup-
pose you want to know how many seventh-, eighth-, and
ninth-grade students are in a school. You arc to construct
an appropriate table for collecting and organizing the data
you need. Use the space in Figure 2-3 of your Record Book
for making the table. When your table is finished, compare
it with a classmate's or have your teacher check it.

Until now each human variable, such as handednessi eyed-
ness; or reaction time, has been treated separately. But suppose
you wanted to collect data on two or more variables at thesame
time to see how those variables are related.. How would you
organize the data you mien collect?

For example, suppose you wanted to find out how many
students in--class owned a guitar; and, in addition, you
wanted to know how many of the guitar owners were boys
and how many Were girls.

02-10. In your Record Book, design a data table that you.
would use. Be sure you can record data on both variables
in the same table. Have your teacher check your table design
before going ahead.

[12-11. In deSigning the table, did you consider whether
the variables are of the either-or type? Are they?

Your table probably looks sothething like the sample
shown in Table 2-4. (Marks have been included in the table
to illustrate how it can)c used.)

Table 2 ,
OWN GUITAR

Yes No

Boy
v

/NI /7V
. .

Girl /N1 / MI MI

Table 2-4 could be used as you collect data. Each tally
or mark you place in he table will tell you two things about
the personthe sex of the person and whether or not the

...CHAPTER 2 person owns a guitar.

a:
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02-12. How many boys in the sample class do- not ownIt guitars?

0243. How many girls do not own guitars?

Tables like Table 2-4 are sometimes called multivariabletables. Some people also call them contingency table's. Othersrefer to them as correlation tables. Whatever they are called,they are very useful. They are useful in making data reoord-ings. And they help you see how variables .are related. Ifyou have studied _Volume 1 -or Voluare 2 of ISCS, you've-Worked With many such tables. If you are not familiar withthis kind of table, take a look at Excursion 2-2.We won't guarantee that "it will tell you if there's anyrelationship between the number of left-eyed swagglebanksand how often it rains ,in Sopchoppy.. But it will give youa chance to try your hand at some other interesting problems.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-3

'Now here's your chance to put to use everything you'velearned about collecting and organizing data in human vari-ation. You are to try to answer the two questions given below.In answering you are to collect data on at least 20 people.
Design tables for recording the data. If some of the data youneed are in tables you've already made, you should use thosedata.

-41.

.1. Is ,there any cotpelation between sex and reaction timein students of Your age?
2. is there any correlation between handedness and eyed-ness in girls cif your age?

When you' have completed the tables, ankwer the ques-dons:then 'check your_ work with Your teacher. He will tell:you voiliether you are really to go on to the next chapter. .

'More going,on, do Self,Evaluation 2 In your Record Book.
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Home on the Range Chapter 3 0

In the last chapter you learned that people have both
"either-or" features and "continuous variation" features.
Now let's see if you can tell something that's either-or from
something that varies continuously. Take a 'careful look at
the word pairs listed below.

heads or tails
up or dowp
hit or miss
back or forth
rain or shine
hot or cold
poor or rich
war or peace
big or smill
boy or girl

-young or old
open or shut
day or night
push or pull
straight or curved
sad or happy
stop or go
empty or full
soft or hard
wet or dry

if
solid or liquid I
wide -or narrow
smooth or rough
do or don't
good or bad
high or low
right or left
better or worse

al

0 3-1. From the above list, choose four wad pairs that are
"either-or" situations.

03-2. Choose four word pairs that are "continuous varia-
tion" situations.

03-3. Describe briefly how you chose the word pairs. to
use in your answers to questiong 3-1 and 3-2.

If you had trouble in answering questions 3-1, 3-2, or 4-3,

then you had better turn back to Chapter 2 and read it again.

3S

se.

25
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BETTER PICTURES OF TABLES\- In Chapter 2 you collected data on the way people vary in their
gra bbiness (reaction time ). You summarized your data in Table
2-3 of your Record Book. A look at that tablv should tell you
several things about people's reaction time. Horver, there is ill
probably a lot more information in Table 2-3 than yoU think.
This chapter will help you see .ways of getting as much infor-
mation as possible froth data you collect on human features.

particularly those _of the continuous variation' kind.
Figure 3-1 shows the grabbiness data for some ninth-grade

students in Florida. Notice that the data have been put into
a set of vertical columns. The height of each column tells
you how many individuals grabbed the meterstick at each
of the different marks shown. This kind of graph is called
a histogram.

Figure 3-1
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25 35 4. 55 65 75

Centimetei mark grabbed

85 95

03-4. According tO the histogram, between which two centi-
. meter marks was the meterstick most often gabbed?

. ,03-S. How many ninth-grye students are represented by
the complete ilistogram?

Check your answers to questions 3-4 and 3-5 by turning
I *XI( IJ :i4.111 to Excursion 3-1. Don't go on unless you ,are sure that you

kaw what the answers should be and the reason for those
26 CHAPTER 3 answers.
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As you will...soon see, a histogram is often more useful in
organizing data than a table is. A little later you will be asked
to make some histograms of your own. Lees pritctice a little

- at doing this to_ be sure that you .will be ready;
In your Reprd Book you will find an axis like the one

shown in Figure 3-2. Ulb that axis and the data you have
'already put into.Table 2-3.in Chapter' 2 to make a histogram
of the grabbiness 44.ta. you have collected.

VIP

-To be sure that your histogram is correct, have your
teacher check it: To dO this, your teacher must see your data .

from Table 2-3 as well as your hiStogram.

Oneiof the problems in science; and in tliesrest of life, is that
a sifigle word may haVe more than one meaning. Think of the
word range, for example: To some people, range means a grassy
area Where buffalo and antelopeNroam. To others, it means a'
cookinik stove.. Still others might picadeast rifle :range or a
mountain range.

Let's take another example and consider the word mean.
"She's a mean' old lady." "I've been meaning to do that."
"What does the word mean?" "He plays a mean game of
golf." -

The terms range and mean are both used in science and
will be used in this unit. For this reason you need to know
their scientific meaning.

"E

Figure 3-2

MODE, MEAN, AND RANZIE

,
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If continuous variatiori features are measurable, these
measures spread out-Over a wide set of numbers. For exam-ple, height is a continuous variation4reature. Measuring theheight of several people would give you a set of numbers.
ln this set there would be a smallest and largest measure.And, of course, there would be other measures between thesetwo.

Range as it is used in this book means "the number of
units between the smallest and largest measures 'in any set_
of measures."

To find the range of a, series ofmeasurements, you subtract
the smallest measure in the set fr9m the largest. For instance,
in Fignre 3-1, grabbiness measures are shown along the bot-tom of the graph. The range for this set of measures is 70 cm.
Here is how you get it.

Largest measurement Smallest measurement = Range
95 cm 25 cm =: 70 cm.

03-6. What is the range for the set of grabbiness measure- .ments that you reCorded. in Table 2-3?
03-7. Give an operational definition of the word range...

Now what about mean? This word 'means the,same as thearithmetic average, or what most people loosely call the"average."
The mean for a set a measureinents can be operationally

defined as:

t Sum of all measurementsMean
- Number of measurements

- 03-8. Calculat the mean of the following measures: 28 cm,
84 cm, 100 cm*, 52 cm, 13 cm, 66 cm. .

If you do ,.not.see how the mean for question 3-.8 is found,turn to Excursion 2-ie "On the Average," for more help.

03-9. 'What would you have to do to find the mean for the
meastvements you recorded in Table 2-3?

Another charactistic of a èt of measurements with a
continuous variation is theàiode. Mode means "the one
measurement in a set that ocsurs most frequently."

-
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03-10. In Table 3-1, what is the mode for the data set?

TilbI 3-1

... . ......... - , . . - -

Shoe Sizes for
Teen-age Boys

6B, 7A, 78, 6E, 9A, 9A,
8D, 10B, I ID, 9AA, 12D,
148;108, 7A, 8D,
9113, 91C, IIB, 12AA, 10C, I0C,
91C, 10D, 91C, I ID, 9IC

4

0341. Can you find the mode ior your data in Table 2-3?

In Table 3-1, the shoe size that occurs* most frequently is
4C. Thus, the- mode for the data set is just that, 9iC.

The mode for the data set you graphed in Figure 3-2
d pe nds on your own set of measures, (i.e., your data from

2-3).
. .

, Poems m data are not-always easy to see. Sometimes the- FINDING PATTERNS

range, mean, and mode help you see a patsern. Sometimes, BY GROUPING
\ to lind a pattern, data have to be organized.

03-12. Table 3-2 gives the weight (in pounds) of a group
yef ninth graders. What is the range, the mean, and the mode
tor .these data?

Vible 3-2
i

St

f

i:
t Weight (11.):.) of a Group of Ninth Graders

4 97 106 133 65..
142 97 93 140

105 156 110 110

, 114 72 102 118

, 104 124 75 112

60 99 88 115

107 . 125 169 110

138 -158 '123 81

' 122 127 107 138
`.t .

J.
4

. I

..1
-i

v--lbti;;taci.1-
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Figure 3-3
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Figure 3-3 shows the data from Table 3-2 arranged in tic
form of a simple histogram.
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Groupifig data can make a- pattern more evident. Figure
3-4 shows a histogram of the data from Table 3-2. This time!-
measurements have been grouped into five-pound inteivals.

S.
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10- 65- 70- 75- 80-

' NMI' IL f
85- 90- 95- 100- 105-110-115-120- 125-130- 135-140-145-150-155-180-185-

64 69. 74e. 79 84 89 94 99 104 109 114 119 124 129 134 139 144 149 164 159 164 169
Weight (in lb)

Now look at a histogram made by grouping the .entries
into ten-pound intervals (Figure 3-5). Notice how the data
take on a sort of mountain-shaped pattern.

-Figure 3-4

Figure 3-5
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Arranging data in histograms or in other kinds of graphs
doescnot change the range, mean, or mode for the data. But
new arrangements can make patterns more obvious.

Throughout this unit you will be- comparing your measure-
ments with those of your classmates. One simple way of
comparing is to see if your measurement is at, above, or
below the mean or mode.

Another way of comparing will give'you even more infor-
mation. Look back at the weight distribution of ninth grad-
ers, in Figure 3-3. The weight range is from 60 to 169 pounds
(or 109 pounds). Dividing that range/into five parts gives'
about 22. The number of ninth graders within each fifth are
shown in Table 3-3.

Table 34

.

Fifth Range
Limits of Rangi
-for That Fifth

Numbers of
Individuals

1 22 lbs 60-81 5

22 lbs 82-1133 6

22 lbs 104-125 . 16

.4 22 lbs 126-147 6
;
22 lbs 148-169 -

-Notice that, once again,-most of the measurements occur
in the middle fifth (3) with fewer at eithee extreme measure-
ment (1 and 5). Figure 3-6 shoWs the information above in
histogram form. Note how clearly the mountain-shaped pat-..,

: tern shows up when the data are grouptd in fifths.

' ,"!,

THE ISCS FIFTH SYMPHONY

GIP
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Figure.,3-6
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,- Fifths

03-13. If Ringd Decry ceighs 142 pounds, into which fifth 7
. does he fall?

03-14. If Twiggy HUtch weighs 80 pounds, into which fifth
does she fall?

03-15. Which fifth is the mode fifth?

03-16..Into which fifth will extremeljr light people fall?.

03-17. Into which fifth do "normal" variations in weight
fall?

In this chapter you've learned how to make a histogram.
You've also found_ how to calculate the rarige, mean, and
mode for it set of measurements. YoOle seen- that grouping

_data 00en helps to,make a pattern clearer. This i$ especially
true when you have a small number of measurementsi,,,You
have probably heard that good ,experiments are repeated.,
many times. The more measOrements yoti have, the easibrct
it is to see a pattern and the iriore confidence you can have 7'.
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regarding the conclusions you makel
. In the next chapter, you will get "to use your new skills
in analyzing some not-so-obvious variations. You will also
be4ntroduced to some new skills.uscfut in finding patterns.

Before going On, do Self-Evaluation 3 in your Record Book.

*/.

(6'

£m BEHOLDIN TO YUI4
FER CLPkRIN UP
THAT RANGE MESS.

40/I.
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How Do You
Measur, Up?

. Tt

4

(4(

How do your features and characteristks compare with those
of other people your own age? Are you average? Do some
of your characteristics fall into the "mode" category? To get
an idea of just how normal you are, you should conduct a
few investigations. Find ,out how you stack up in relation
to your classmates.

Start wiih an easily measured featureheight. To obtaiii
measureOents, you can use the help of a partner and a
meterstick.

Chapter 4

HEIGHT 'AND WEIGVT

4 Measure from
floor to object.

ACTIVITY 4.1.11Reasure your height in centimeters, as shown.
As a chick, you should make your measurement more than
once. f

04-1. How many centimeters tall are you?

When you are sure that your height measurement iS right,
compare ycNr measure with the data in Table 4-1. (If you
are a boy, use the "male data;" if you are a girl, use the
"female data.") Notice ,that the table contains both height
and weight measurements. for people of your approximate
age.

114

-

Is

1o4

N..

Card or other
flat object

4. ,

Feet flat on floor
and back straight

"*.
;;;,.

4'

# .k 1

. <

Npr
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Tabl 4-1

1' ''

Ma le Fern ale

Height (cm) Weigfit (lb) Height (cm) Weight (lb)

158 97 153 102
178 142 141 84 ./

_470 -- 105 150 95
176 160 100
163

.114

104 163 95
153 75 165 115
164 107 169 126
18* 138 155, 110
178 ) ,122 148 94

72 v 155 107'
\160 99 173 142

169 117 154 85
165 104 155 96
158 85 150 103

tD4-2. What is the range of weights for the students ofyour
age and sex?

044 What is the range of heights for the students of your
age anesex?

04-4. What are the mean and mode weights for the students
"of your age and sex?

04-5. What are the mean and lode heights for the students
of your age and sex?

04.6. How far-above or Velow the mean for height of your
sex is your height measurement?

04-7. How far above or below the mean fox-weight of\your
sex is_ypur weight measurement?

Height and weight usually vary greatly atiag teen-agers.
If you calculate the mean height of your classmates, you may
find no single person who has the average height. Thus, who
is average? Perhaps the best example ()can average persoh
is someone whose charact stics are not average.

\
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Height and weigtit are important characteristics to teen-
-agers. But now look at some features that you probably never
even thought about.

S.

t

You can't see what's going on behind /your head. But"you
can see things to your right or left withOutidoving your eyes
Or turning your head. Flom, much can you see? Your next
problem is to measure bow far to the sideyou can see while
lookin&straight ahead.

To mike measurements, you need to know how to use a
protradoe. If you don't know how to use one, do. Excursion
44, "Angles miff Protractors." When you are ready .to go
aheid, you'll need to work with two partners. Your group
will need these materials:

1 'piece of string, 1 meter long
1 piece of chalk
2 white index cards, 3 x 5 inches
1 protractor
Tape

Read through Activities 4-2 to 4-4 before starting.

EYES FORWARD.

V'

411141
40

.
1'

II 4

e
II 4ai

String Tapel'imir k

(1 in long) . this end. .
13

Draw a chalk line
along the string.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Tape one end of the string to the floor. Stretch
the string out straight and chalk a line on the floor along the
entire length of the string.

a 7

. -

, P

5120

:
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,\OilVITY 4-3. Tie a piece of chalk to the untaped end of the
s ng. Draw 'a quarter circle on the floor. Leave the string
taped to the floor, but remove the chalk.

,44
ra -String

(1 m long)

ACTIVITY 4-4. Prepare two index %ards as shown-Use-cards
already made if they are available.

STARE

AT DOT
Card 1

Dot
(1 cm wide)

Card t

111.1.1-

Leave
blank. k

1

ACTIVITY 4-5. You and your first partner should stahd as
shown. De sure that your feet are on the tape and that you
can see the dot o9iCard 1.

'CSolt ard 1st partner '6'1

ACTIVITY 44. Next stare at the dot on Card 1 while your
second partner moves along the greater circle with Card 2
in his hand. Watch the blank card with4iut moving your eyes
or your head. ,e?

Card 1

t;.":

.. .

Af,

AAA'
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ACTIVITY 4-7. When you can no longer see Card 2, say
"Stop."

ACTIVITY 4-8. Move the end of the string to a point just below ,
ttablank card in your second partner's hand. Hold it in place
with a small piece of tape.

.
ab:a

ACTIVITY 4-9. With a protractor, measure the angle between
the chalk line and the string. This is your "peripheral angle
of vision."

.1 String
g

..

to card 2

1

Angle
of vision

Chalk line
to card 1

Repeat the measurement of your angle of vision twice
more. Record the results of the three trials under Self in
Table 4-2 of your Record Book.

tde-- . , ;

,-c4
A4.r.

?::!:4,- Cr.?

4

34-
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Stop
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. .04-8. Use the .calculated averages to determine the, range..

/ of angle of vision for the ten students. '.

04-9. Use the calculatcd averages to determine the mean
and mode angle of vision for the ten studepts,

. 04-10. Is your angle of vision the same as, abolve, or below.
40 CHAPTER 4 the mean for the ten students? . .f-,

Tabl 4-2

Student Trial I Trial 2
.

Trial 3
.

Average

Self ,
..

.
i

. _.
Student 1

ii

.
. .

.

Student 2 . . . .
_

Student 3 <
. .

.

._. _.
Student 4

..

e . --, . .
_.

Student S

. . . . - 0
.

. 0

Student 6- .
.

I_.

Student 7 .
-I

.
.

.
.,. .

Student 8
.

0 . .
.

-------0

, Student 9. . .
0

..

Student la
_

9 0
N

0
t.

, .

0--.----

1

Next, measure the angle of vision for ten of your class--
mates (three trials and average). Record these results also
in Table 4-2. When the table is complete, make a histogram
of the data in the space provided in Figure 4-2 of your
Record Book. Use the hgtogram and Table 4-2 to ansWer,
the next three questions. \

. f
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PROBLEy1 BREAK 4-1

Up to now, you have concentrated on your tield of vision
to the side (horizontally). Design and carry out an experi-
ment that wilt ^measure your field of vision up and down
(vertically)._Wribe your experiment and record your find-
ings and 4liclusions in your Record Book. Do not
spend more than one class period on this activity.

Thc last activities dealt with your senst of sight. You have
four inore senseshearing, touch, smell, and taste. The rest
of the activities in this chapter will give you the chance to
investigate some of these senses. You Will also be able to
compare your senses with those of your classmates.

Tom* is considered to be one,of the so-calle4 five senses.
"In this activity you will determine whether the sense of touch
varies ,in different parts of your body. But beore doing the
experiment, try answering these questions.

0441. At What point on your body do you think you are
most sensitive fo touch?

04-12.. At what point on your body do you think you are
least sensitivF to touch?

To test your predictions, you will -need a "touchometer."
This is a device with which you can measure sensitivity to
touch.- To make a."touchometer," you will need these things:

I "cm-scale plastic ruler
2 nibber. bands
2 toothpicks ,

. ,

Toothpicks

Rubber
band

ARE YOU TOUCHY?

Sharp
ends

ACTIVITY 4-10. Use rubber bands tolattach two toothpicks
tightly to a ruler as shown. Bp_sure that the more pointed end
of each toothpick pOints in the. same direction./

`'

*'

; ,

r
s., .

?:"-'
'

Ruler
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sing your touchometer you will vary the distance be-
twerj thc, toothpicks and touch both points to the skin at
they me time. The.aim be,to find out how close together
t.lyr toothpicks have to be before the two points feel like one.

41,-1A:es give it a .try.

1 2

14--4,2cm-701

ACTIVITY 4-11. Spread the points two centimeters apart, as

1.

ACTIVITY 4-12. Touch the two points_to your forearm at the
same time, as shown. Ityou feel both points, move the picks
closer tobether and repeat. Adjust the toothpicks until they
are as far apart as possible but still feel like only äne Point.

Now that you know how to use your.. touchometer, tyou

ars ready to do your touth experiment. You will need a
partner. . 4 .

Safety Note In doing this touch experiment, be very Careful
with the shari points. Do not rest the sensitivity of
your face, although you may want to test the back of your
neck: Don't make quick or unexpected moves. Always apply
the todchometer very lightly. You are trying to measure sensi-
tivity.of touch, not pain.

3
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ACTIVITY el 3. While your partner's eyes are closed, test his
_ _

touch sensitivity on the back of his forearm. Record the re-
, suits of two trials In Table 4-3 of your Record Book.

1 Table 4-3

.

...
Area.

Tested

Distance (cm) Between Points .

When They Are Felt as One

l' Trial 1 Trial 2 Average

Self Partner Self partner Self Partner

Back of forearm
;

Back of neck .

.

Palm of hand
.

Back of hand ,

-

.

Sole of foot
.

. _

_

.

Next, switch places with your partner and have him test
your to9ch sensitivity by repeating Activity 4-13. Then, for
yourself and your partner, test the other body areas that are
listed in Table 4-3. Record all measureMents in your Record
Book.

odo
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Table 4-4

Finally, test the touch sensitivity of nine other classmates.
Record the data that you collect in Table 4-4 of your Record
Book. When the table is complete, make a histogram of the
data and answer questions 4-13 through 4-16.

Arca
Tested

.

Self

-
Classmates

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Back of
forearm

>1

Back of
neck i

,

Palm of
hand

_.

,

_

Back of
hand e

Sole of
foot

.., _
.

44 CHAPTER 4

3

P4-13. What are the class ranges, means, and modes for the
"touchiness" of the forearm, back of neck, palm of hand,
back of hand, and sole of fobeNfou can answer this question
by completing Table 4-5 in yam Record Book.

04-14. In the touchiness test, does ,a large, or a small,
touchometer reading indicate more sensitivity?

04-15. For which areas of the body were your otivn touch',
ness measurements greater than,the mean for yim and your
classmates?

D4-16. For which areas of the body were your own touchi-
ness 'measurements smaller than the. mean?



4

Table,4-5

Range Mean Mode

Back of forearm
,

cm to cm _cm _cm
Back of neck

- ,
cm to cm _cm _cm

Palm uf hand _cm to -A= an _cm
Back of hand to cm _cm.._art _at
Sok of foot cm to _cm_cm

/ .

You have probably heard someone say, "He has a bli d spot
when it comes to so and so." This comment usually lies
that the person with the "blind spot" doesn't see all the ts.
Of course most of us have such mental blind spots, at o e
time or another in our lives.

But did you know that everyone has a true physical blind
spotone for each eye? Well, it's true. In the next activity,
you will investigate your own blind spots..You will also see
how these blind spots differ for different people.

To get ready for the activity, you need to make a copy
on paper of Figure 4- 1 . You will also need a partner and
a centimeter-scale ruler.

BLIND SPOTS

Figure 4-1
(

1 1

1
1

i
i

1 .
1

1

1
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Some tachers have had students use the
3" x 5" fite card on which to copy Figure 4-1
The stiffness ot the card makes tor easier
manipulation and measurement.

ri10.

fa - 1.Vq.e.",.ffwer,...r
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ACTIVITY 4-14. Cover your left eye with your hand 'and hold
Ficture 4-1 at arm's length. Stare only at the cross and slowly
bring the paper closer to your face.

rcio
froe

r
1

ACTIVITY 4-15. At the instant the spot disappears, stop mov-
ing the paper toward yoti. Your partner should then measure ,

the distance from your left eye to the paper. Continue moving
the paper closer to your face until the spot appears again.
Measure that distance too.

Record the distance measured in Table 4-6 of your Record
Book. Then calculate the Total Blind Distance (TBD).

4

1

,,-. 1

ACTIVITY 4-16. Repeat the experiment with your left eye. This
time, however, stare at the spot, not the cross.

.5 9

t

4
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. Record your measurements in Table 4-6 of-yoJr Record
Book. Then switch roles with your partner and repeat the.
experiment. Calculate 'his. TBLN

Table 4-6

BLIND SPOT DISTANCE -FOR Efiktil EYEr"

kk.

.
Right , Leiri

-

Disappearing distance
.

,
v

".x" .

Reappearing distance ,

.

Total Willi distance (TEM)
(disappearing niinus reappearing)

,

,

-

04-1/. Was your TBD greater, or ieSs, than your partner's?
Find .out what*TBD other members of Your class have:\ -

04;48. Is your TBD above, 'below, or equ'al to the mean
TBD -for the students you checked?

04-19. What was the range of.TBD for the group?

po you think a person's TBD would be an important
feature to consider.when interviewing for-certain jobs? Why?

Another important characteristie of human vision makcs
it possible to catch a ball, pick up a thumbtack, or hang
clothes on a line. Take a look at Excursion 4-2" to see how
people vary in their ability to judge .distances.

Obviously, there are -blind spots in vision. Are there similar
"blind spots" for hearing?

Does everyone hear all sounds.ttie same way? Without
expensive equipment, it's hard to study variation in ability
to iietit high and low sounds.-Butthere are some questions
about hearing that .can be studied with simple equipment,

tia

:;.. 4'.. to..
s

t-

6

4
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THE BETTER TO HEAR WITH
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For example, you can study a person's ability to l?cate
where sounds come from. You can also study frop jwhat
direction different people hear best. )

For these investigations you will need a pencil or pen and
a glass, jar, or beaker. You'll also need a partner.

ACTIiiITY 4-17. Have your partner sit in a reasonably quiet
pad of the roam with his eyes closed. Move a shod distance
from him and gently tap the glass. When he hears the tapping,
he 'Mould point in the direction he think* the sound I. coming
from. He should also state how many meters away he thinks.
you NM

,

It's.up to you to decide how to record how much your
partner's guesses are off. Whatever scheme you use, you
should consider both direction and distance. Your testing
should be done on both sides, in front, and in back of your
partner. Record all data in Table 4-7 of your Record Book.

HaveTatir partner test ,your ability to hear sounds in the
me way you tested his. Then compare his measures with

yours. If you like, test several of your classmates as well.

04-21. Describe how your ability to hear sound compares
with your partner's.

D4-22. .Did you find any evidence for a "blind spot" for
hearing? .

PROBLEM BREAK 4-2

3

Perhaps you're sometimes late in coming home. Maybe
you have excused yourself by saying, "I'm sorry, I just lost
track of the time." Some people- are extremely good at esti-
mating different lengths of time. We could say they have a
good "sense of timing.", Time sense isn't one of the five
senses, but it is important. And it is another variabk among
people. Perhaps you can measure this "sense." To ro so, you

A
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should again work with a partner. You and he will need a
watch or clock with a second hand.

Design an activity to find out how well you can judge when
one- minute has elapsed. Collect data for several trials for
you and your partner. Then, calculate the mean error. Check
other classmates, tbo.

04-23. What is the mean error for time sense for the people
that you studied?

04-24. What is the mode error for time sense for the people
- that you studied?

\3)04-25. Was your lime-sense 'error above, or below, the
mean for the people you studied?

You have studied and measured many of your own char-
acteristics and those of other persons. There are, of course,
many other characteristics. Some of them are quite difficult
to measure by ordinary methods. If you'd like to investigate
one that is important in detective work, do Excursion 4-3, "No
Two Alike " .

Well, how did you stack )ip against your classniates? Were
the 'measures of all your continuous variation features and
characteristics at fhe mean? Did all your either-or features
fall into the. mode category? If your answers to those two
questions were No, you- are a normal person.

You may have had one or two features that could be called
average. But if enough features are measured, you would no
longer be average. Be glad, because your differences from
other people are what make you an. iddividual.

Why then, is there such an interest-in looking for patterns
in human characteristics and behaviors? Chapter#5 may clear
that up a bit. --yr

Before going on, do Self-Evaluailim 4 in your Record Book

-t' C,





Personalizing the
Population

The most exciting thing about people is that each one is
different. At least one, feature or characteristic distinguishes
cacperson from every bther person. Each of us ha.-his own
privi1è set of physical And menfal traits. And even those
characteristics we have in common with other people may vary
considerably from person to person. Even the most amazi
look-a-likes (identical twins) are distinguishable.

You have been investigating some of these human charac-
teristics and features. You've looked for differences, but
you've also searched for similarities and patterns. Why is
there a. big search for patterns in human behavior and in
human features? Why doesn't research pay attention'to each
individual as an indjvidual?

RI alr111111FIN
EAB.- TDI

qp.iNnit
Finding the answer to these questions is the purpose of

this final chapter df Investigating Variation. In this chapter
you will encounter a series of problem breaks. Each one will
present vractical example of why looking for patterns in

_ .
-.human variation can be so important

r40
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As you work with each problem situation, keep in mind /-
what you have learned about human variation. Think care-
fully about the human variables that you want to consider,
collecting your thoughts on these things:

I. How information about them can be gathered
2. How they can be measured
3. How they are likely to relate to each other ..

You may select the problems you wish to do, but try to
complete at least half Of those listed. Blank pages are pro-
vided in your Record Book so that you can keep a record
of your ideas, plans, data; and so forth.

Chat with your teacher and classmates about the problems
you select. You may want to team up with someone bah=
actually conducting an investigation.

So;ving some of the problems will requiro that you collect
data from a group of people.Mhen and if you want to learn
how to get a good dataksample, do Excursion 5-1, "Sampling
Populations."

52 CHAPTER 5
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PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

- You are the new radio programmer for station WRXY.
The station transmits from your community center and has
a bro cast radius of 25 miles. The station's motto is "1144sic-

1 generations 'round the clock." Your boss expects you
to have a new 24-hour schedule ready within 30 days. He
has given you.some funds for research. Explain how you will
decide what kind of music should be played throughout the
day and night. Outline your research plan in your Record
Book. .



PROBLEM BREAK 5-2

As sporting-goods buyer for a large department store in your
area, you have the job of deciding how many left-handed
baseball gloves are needed in stock. What will you do to make
the best estimite of these needs before spending the store's
money? Describe your plan in your Record Book.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-3

As advisor to Representative Bellows, it-is your respon-
sibility tc6 help him win votes among the youth (18-26 years).
Of course, he must also get the vote from older citizens if
he is to win reelection. Design a plan to find out what per-
centage of Representative Bellows' appearance time should
be directed at concerns of each of the different age-groups
in your community.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-4

Suppose the Student Council of your school' decided to
sell sweat shirts to raise money for a special fund. How
should they go about deciding on the color, size, and style
of shirt? Suppose they wanted to have something printed on
each shirt. How can they make the best decision as to what
should be printed, how large the lettering should be, and
where it is to be located on the shirt? CHNOTER 5 53



PROBLEM BREAK 5-5
. .

PhySicians and scientists are concerned about the effects
-of noise on 'hearing ability. For example, there is some evi-
dence that ears are daniaged by long periods of listening to
loud music. Design a research study to find out if students
in your school have suffered any hearing loss because of their
love for music. (Hint: You might investigate the relationship
between .ageaid heating ability. This approach assumes that

.older sludents have listened to more loud Music ihan
youriger ones have.)

'PROBLEM 'BREAK'5-6 . N

A).0 a member of the school vewspaper staff, you have been.'
asligned the ta,s1 of getting}the-sttudent body _to select the
best all-round male (or femOle) Studept. However, you don't
want to run just another populatity. contest. So you have
decided 4o find out what charactdistics the students expect
the .best all-round male. (or femal) to have. Design a plan
for identifying the list of characteristics that is agreeable to
a inajority,of,thi students. ,

.. T',.
.9 .,
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PROBLEM BREAK 5-7

I

, pin to pin:on pin

If your school has a cafeteria, you probably have heard
students complain.about the food and about the amount of
time they are given to-eat it. Suppose you are appointed by
the Student Council to find, out how much time the average
student needs to eat an average-sized lunch. On the basis
of such findings, the lunch' period will be adjusted so that
some extra time (about 10 minutes) is-included fdr conversa-
tion. Design your research plan.

7 *I
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PROBLEOIREAK 5-8

There has been a revival of the bicYcle Craze in- your town,
and approximately 500 students are now riding their bicycles
to your school every day. But with the upsurge in the use
of bicycles has come a multitude .of problems. Vandals are
damaging unattended bikes. Stealing is rampant, and bi-
cycles ,are disappearing at the rate of five or six a day. Bikes
are being parked in-empty spaces all %ter the school'grounds;

'(Uttering up the parking kit and giving the lawns an untidy
look. Twice a day the cyclists cause traffic jams as they arriye
at or depak from the-school., ' .

You are a membet of a committee appointed to look into ,

these problems and .asked, to come up with solutions that,
'will not offend any major segment 'of thealfected population
(students; teachers;i. or tfiose of the general public Who hvp;
drivel- or work in the vicinity of the school). ,Describe a
research platvithat would lead ..to workable, acceptable, and,
hopefully, successful solutions.

1,
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Solving problems concerniny people usually requires you,
to know something about groups of people. Patterns of group
behavior or characteristics become important. You fre-
quently need data about n\eans or modes. The problem
breaks in this chapter can be completed only if you identify
those average or model characteristics of a group of people.
Individual characteristics are always interesting and impor-
tant. They identify ihe person. Each of us wants to be
-thought of as an individual. We want dur own :needs met.
But, each of us is also a member of a large group. The most
efficient way to meet group needs is to identiry group charac-
teristics, That is why patterns of traits and characteristics arc
so impoitant.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluetion 5 in your Record Book.
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Excursions

Do you like to take trips, to try something different, to see
new things? Excursions can give ypu the chance. in many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters carry the main
story line. Excursions are side trips. They may help you to
go further, they may help you go into different materiiil, or

;they may just he of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to help you understand dVficult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, afteryou finish an excursion,
you should return to'your place in the text material and con-r--
tinue with your work. These short trips can be interesting
and different.
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MeasuringMostly Excursion 1-1 .

in Metric

You know that 12 inches make a foot and that 3 feet make
a yard. And you probably have it memorized that 5,280 feet
equal a mile. The inch, the foot, the yard, and the mile are
units, in a system of measurement called the English system.
The United States is one of a very few countrieS in the world
still using this system.

Use English system units to answer the next two questions.

01. How many inches are there in 6 miles?

02. How many yards are Ahere in 5,000 inches?'

As you can see, chanOng from one English system unit
to another can be rather messy.

t
IF THAT'S THE ENGLISH
SYSTEMS WHIT HAVE'
I BEEN USING?

tIf you've studied Volumes 1 or 2 of ISCS, you probably
feel fairly comfortable in the metric system. If this isn't so,
then.this excursion will help you team what the metric sys-
tem is all about.

.7

1.t "-- 0?(.1" 1'.. .- eq' ". &
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Figure 1

The metric system was first used in France about 1790.
The standard -unit of length was called a meter. A meter was
supposed to be 1/10,000,000 of the distance from, the North
Pole to the equator. We now know that this measurement
was not quite right, but the original meter is, nevertheless,
still used. The meter is 39.37 inches longa little more than
one yard.

Get a meterstick from the supply table. Notice that the
numbered lines printed on the stick divide it into 100 parts.
The distance between two of these lines is called a centimeter.
The prefix centi means "one one-hundredth" (0.01). A centi-
meter is 0.01 of one meter.

1, I, 12 1 I13 .
You probably noticed that there are 10 smaller spaces

between each of the longer centimeter lines. The short dis-
tance between these lines is called 'a millimeter. The prefix
milli means "one one-thousandth" (0.001).

Iffilill11111111111,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 63 4 5
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Figure 2

60 EXdURSION 1-1

03., How many millimeters are there in' (a) I meter? (b) 2
meters? (c) one-half meter? (d) 10 centimeters?

Figure 3 shows part of a meterstick. To make it .fit on the
page, only part of the stick has been drawn. The.part of the
meterstick between A and AA is one centimeter (cm) long.
The distance from. X to Y is one centimeter, too. As you can
see, each centimeter .is divided into 10 equal part# One
centimeter divided by 10 equals one millimeter (mm). So
a millimeter is 0.1 centimeter (one tenth of a centimeter).

Now that you know the names of the metric units for
length, you are ready to do some measuring. The arrows a0
letters beside the scale in Figure 3 mark the lengths tliat
you will measure for practice.

04. What is the distance in centimeters (cm) from A to B?

Aq
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05. What is the distance in millimeters (mm) from A to B?

We hope you answered "7.2 cm" for queslion 4. If you
didn't, you probably had trouble because arrow B points
between the seven- and eight-centimeter marks. Notice that-
there are 10 lines behtieen the seven .and eight. The ariow
points to the second line beyond the seven mark, so it is
two tenths (0.2) of the way -to eight. So the reading should
be 7,2 cm. Remember, there are 10 millimeters (mm) in each
centimeter. The answer to question 5 is "72 mm" because

mm.7.2 cm x 10 72 mm.
cm

08. How many centimeters is it from A to C?

The last problem was tougher because arrow C doesn't
point right at the. line. You could have read it as 10.7 cm
or 10.8 cm. You will have to decide which is better- There
will always be some uncertainty in such measures. You just
have to estimate .the last figure. A metrk scale, such as the
one in Figure 3, should always be read to the nearest milli-
meter (0.1 cm). That, of course, will take some. estimating.

07. How far is it in centimeters from A to D?

You probably thought this question waS the easiest of all.
Since the arrow pointed right at the fourteen mark, the dis-
tance was 14 centimeters.

Do you agree with the distances given in question 8 below?
Look closely, because the figures.may be wrong. If You find
a mistake, cross out the wrong number in your Record Book,
and write ih what you think iS correct. (Remember, you are
still using the meterstick shown in Figure 3.)

US. Check. the distance between the following points.

A and E 15.7 mm

A and F 16.8 cm

A and G '18..4 cm

Using the drawing of the meterstick shown in Figure 4,
do the following checkup.

. 4I AA,.

i

010..10.

tip
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CHECKUP

FIntf the distance between the
following points. .

A .and H = mm

A and J cm

A and K = _ cm
A and I. _ cm
Ask your teacher to check your
answers. Do not go on until
you can measure accurately
with a meterstick.
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On the Average

9,111 s41:,7 reytt. ssi

Excursion 2-1

What is an average? If you are not sure what averages are
and how they are calculated, this excursion should help you.

YotrWill need a. metric ruler.

ACTIVITY 1., Meisure thil length in centimeters of each finger
on one hand. Don't measure your thumb. (You might read on
before doing this.)

As you try to measure your ,fingers, yon will probably have
problems. From what point do you measure? How should
the fingers be held? Before going on, you will need an opera-
tional definition for "finger length." This is a definition that
tells you a. way of measuring finger length..

pl. State your operational definition for the length of a
finger.

Use your operational definition to measure the fingers on
one of your hands. Record your data in Table 1 of your
Record Book.

r
Table 1

'51

Index finger 4 Cn1

Middle finger
,

cm

Ring finger ' cm

Pinky cm

a

63
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64 EXCURSION 24

02. Is finger length an either-or feature? Explain your an-
swer.

Suppose your four measurements for fingcr length were
6.2 cm, 7.4 cm, 7.8 cm, and 7.1 cm. How would you calculate
the average finger length of your hand?

It's simple. Just add up all four measurements to get the
total. Then divide the total by the number of measurements
you made. Here it is for you in black and white.

Add:

6.2 cm , 7.1 cm Average
7.4 cm Divide the total by 4: 4)28.5 cm
7.8 cm 28
7.1 tm 5

28.5 cm Total. ,, 4

Average _ Sum of all measures
Number of measurak,

03. Now find the average of the four finger measurements
, you made. Compare your average finger length with that of
some of your classmates.

Suppose you recorded the temperature at noon every day
for a week. Your seven readings were 28°, 26°, 20°, 220, 27°,
30°, and 30° Celsius. To find the average Celsius temperature
reading for the wea, you simply (a) add all the measures
and (b) divide the sum. by 7.

N.

04. What was the average noontime temperature for die
week?

Your answer forquestion 4 should have been 26.1 degrees.
lf it ws.5 not, continue with the rest of this excursion.

Look back at the averages you have calculated in this/
:excursion. Notice that the following interesting things are
true of all averfiges.

1.. The average 'lumber is always snialler than.the largest
measure 'and larger than °the smallest measure.

2. The -average is often not a whole puniber.

ref r-4
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If you were to measure the heig6ts to the- nearest tenth of
a centimeter of a few ninth gradeit, your data might look
like that in Tabk 2.

Table 2

HEIGHTS OF NINTH-GRADE STUDENTS (cm)

160.1 170.3
164.2 161.4
161.5 166.7
174.6 165.1

It often helps to "round off" measurements to the nearest
whole number. This means dropping any number that comes
after the decimal point. The following "rules" for rounding
off are comMonly used.

-

Rule 1. When the last digit (number) is less than 5, it is
dropped and the digit (number) ahead of it stays
the same.

Rule 2. When the last digit (number) is 5 or greater, ddd
1 to the number ahead.

Table 3 shows four of the same heights given in Table 2.
This time though, the numbers are also given in rounded-off
form. Compare the two columns and notice how the rules just
given were applied.

- "4-

Table 3

HEIGHTS OF NINTH-GRADE STUDENTS.,

Original
Measurement (cm)

Rounded-off
Measurement (cm)

Number of Rule
Applied

160.1 160 1

o'

164.2 164 1

161.5 162 1 2

-174.6 175 2 ,

1

ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS

AM 1 TO4UMBER

Li
swop 41111

DON'T CHANGE
NUMBER AHEAD

EXCURSION 21,-1 65
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66 EXCURSION 2-1

In your Record Book, round "off the measurements given
in Table 4. In the right-hand column, ive the number of
thc rule applied. Check your answers with your teacher.

Table 4 vs

HEIGHTS OF NINTH-GRADE STUDENTS

Original
Measurement (cm)

.

Rounded-off
Measurement (cm)

Number of Rule
Applied .

.

180.4 .

,

. 172.6

174.7

176.5 -

181.5

180.2
.

.

179.8-

180.3

,

182.9

.

176.4

.

173.6

. ,

179.2

,

.

_..

161.1

.
. ,

169.9

/
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Contingency Tables Excursion 2-2

Walter, an ambitious student, wanted to .find out something
about ISCS students in his school. He wanted to know how
handedness is related to eyedness. For example, he wanted
to know whether left-handed persons were usually left-eyed,
and whether right-handed persons were usually, right-eyed.
He didn't know what he mighr,actually find.

Walter decided to use the ISCS handedness and eyedness
tests. He collected data on a rather large sample of students.
At first he tallied his results as shown in Table 1.

1...ril,9'77.1Istrrr'z, Vol

Table 1

Group Tallies

RH-RE 1111 1141 rt41 1141 1111 1141 114.1.
1141 ti-11 1141 1-141 1141 1141

RH-LE 1141 1141 1111

LH-RE MI 1141 UM rt-11 1141 1 ,

LH-LE 1144 1141 El , . 4

- RH = right-handed:, 1.R = left-handed; RE -7 right-eyed; LE = kft,eyed

Walter's, friend .Lesfie 'suggested that ht could have used
a simple table, for recoitling his data. Table 2 shows her
suggestion.

-

"a
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Eycdness.4

R LE

1 i ri-14 114.1 11.4 1 rtu 1141 1144 1111
IHJ 11-4-1 IHJ 114.1

114.1 114.1 11-1J 114J
V It -1,1 114-1 114113

LH 114-1 UNA rt44 1144 MI 1141 11
Mu 1

Once all the tallies were made, Walter decided that num-
bers would look neater. So he drew a new table (Table 3).

Table 3 .

Eyedness

RE . ,LE

RH* 75 14

LH 26 12-

Leslie thought it would be helptul to show some totals in..
the table.. Then you could "tell at a glance how many right-
eyed peoplethere weri in the sample. They altered the table
again, so that it looked like Table 4.-But they didirt fill in
the totals.

C:11. Complete Table 4 in your Record Book by entering the
totals.

n2. How many ,,of dig persons are left-handed? right-
.

68 EXCURSION 2-2 handed?
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:fable 4

RE

Eycdncss

LE

RH 75 14

Total

LH

Total

26 12.

03. How many are left-eyed? right-eyed?

04. What is the total numbek of students on Which data
were' taken?

Notice that there are three ways to calcUlate this numbei.
1. Add 75; 26, 14, and 12.
2. Add 38 and 89.
3. Add 101 and 26.

'

OS. Explain why the three'calculations shown above total
the same.

OS. Following his investigation, one of Walter's friends sa4
"A righi-handed person from Our ISCS group 4fi11 generally'
also boaright7eyed." Would Walter be likely to agree with
his .fridd's comment?

07. Another friend of Walter's said, "Yeah, and a left-
foofed kicker -is usually left-thanded." What do you think
Walter would have 'to say about that comment?

1

The kind of table that Walter and- Leslie used to record
and study the data is ealled a contiagcncy table.- The word
contingent meanS "dependent upon." In Walter's table, each
tally made is Aependont upon tWo variables.

08. What were the two vaTiables in Walter's investigation?

A

444,
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70 EXCORtloN_ 2-2

Note also that each tally can go-into only one categor31.
Contingency "tables like those are usually used only for
either-or variables.

[19. Can you think of a way.that a contingency table could
be Used for continuously varying measures? .

--
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Worth a Thousand Excursion 3-1Words
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
FROM CHAPTER 3 At
3-4. 85 cm-95 cm
3-5. 35 students

You have probably heard the old saying, "One picture isworth a thousand words.7 Many scientists believ.e a graphis like a picture. Graphs are used pften throughout scienceand throughont the ISQ.S.course. This excursion will helpyou make and interpret these pictures that are worth a thou-. sand printed words.

A

aro :

Variable being studied

Figure. 1

YQU have just seen a histogram (in Chapter 3) on grabbiness.
HISTOGRAMSA histogram is a form of baL graph. All histograms lookmu.ch like the one shown in Figure 1. The variable beingstudied is shown along .the horizontal axis. he nuMber, ofcaees, or frequency, is shdwn on the vertic xis.
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72, . EXCURSION

Notice how the data in Table I are used to make the
histogram shown in Figure 2.

r
Table 1

Number of
Peas per Pod
(the variable)

Number of Pods
Having These Numbers

.of Peas

4

6
7

8
9

10

2
2
3
4
3
2
-1

Perhaps the position of the numbers along the horizontal
axis bothered you. They are betWeen vertical lines. If they
were placed at the lines, you would have trouble knowing
which bar they identified.

Histograms such as the one in Figure 2 are very useful.
However, it is usually more convenient to draw a line graph.
Your histogram can be converted to a line graph rather.
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Connecting the centers of each bar top with
duces a continuous graph.

al In Figure 4 of your Record Book, sketch the
that would represent the data in each histogram
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Before going back to the chapter, try your hand at one
other set of data. Label the axes of Figure 5 in your Record.
Book. Then sketch the histogram based on the data given in
Table 2. Then complete the line graph for the data.

Table 2

Number of A's
on the Report Card

Number of Pupils
with this
Many A's

2
3
4
5

6
7

2
6
8 ,,,

7
4
3.
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Mtice that curved lines are used to show thr spread of 4
, 0angles in Figures I and. 2. ,Cdrved lines are Oen used to

, ..,, identify the angle :thas is of interesi. Notice hem the curved ., .lines are tiled in Figure 3. ,
, .. ,
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Angles and Protractors Excursion 4-1

vA

Whenever two lines meet, an angle is formed. We call the
meeting point of the lines the vertex 9f the angle (Figure,
1). When two lines meet to form a square corner, we call
the coriler al-4kt angle (Figure 2). .

-Vertex1 \

Frgure Vertex

CM List a few examples of right angles that you cadobserve
in your classroom...

(.)

ureA2.

.

N

,
Figure 3 .
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Figure 4
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The curved lines shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 are all small
parts of large circles. Such parts of circles are called arcs.

Circles are measured by dividing them into 360 equal parts
called degrees. The arc for a right angle, for example, is one
fourth of a total circle, so it contains 90 degrees. For this
reason a right angle is said to be a 90-degree angle (Figure
4). The symbol for "deigee" is °. Thus, .a 90-degree angle
is written 900 .

, A protractor is used to measure angles (Figure 5). One
Oge of this instrUment is a half-circle arc that is divided
into degrees. The other edge is straight.

_Figure 6

v; 76 - EXCURSION 4-1

..4ee :1 c
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go 90 100

0
-180

Roterktnce point

The straight edge is a .diameter of the circle: Its midf_toint
is the center of the circle. This midgoinf is called the lefer-
ence point of the protractor.
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02. How many degrees are shqwn on your protractor?

'Tigure 6 shows how the protractor is positioned in meas-
uring the size of an angle. Note that the straight edge of
the protractor should be 5et along one of the lines that make
up the angle_ The virtex of the angle must be at the reference
point of the- protractor.

Figure 6

03. According to the protractor, how many degrees are in MEASURING ANGLES
the angle shown in Figure 6?

Now here is an :angle for you to measure with your own
protractor.

VOL

Figure 7

ACTIVITY 1. Set the protractor over the angle,, as shown. .

Vertex at
reference point - *

9trs) .

EXCURSION 4-1 77
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ACTIVITY 2. Note where the other side of the angle passes
through te scale.

04. How many degrees are in the angle in Figure 7?

Now use your protractor and measure the angles shown
in Figure 8. Measure to the nearest whole degree. Record
your measurements in Table I of your Record Book. Then
41ave your teacher check your measurements (or check them
with several of your classmates). Be sure you know how to
use a protractor correctly before going on.

Jo: t4-4t, i.vv A ,?1,1. n. ,

is, 'v. . -
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Table 1

Figure 8 Angle Size

Now try your hand at constructing angles. You will need the CONSTRUCTING ANGLES

protractor acrid a straightedge.

05. In the space provided in-your Record l'13ook, construct
a 65° angle. (If you need help, refer to Activity 3.)

b. Place your protractor on
the line. Mark the refer-
ence point on the line.
Thls will be the angle
vertex.

4
c. Mark a sicond point at

the 65° line of the pro-
tractor.

,d. Connect the vertex and
the second t point. 'The
shaded area inalcates
the 651 angle. -7 EXCURSION* 4-1 79
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ECURSION 4-1

06. In the space in your Record Book, construct the follow-
ing angles: 72°, 30°, 115'. Have your teacher check .your
drawings, or compare them with ibose produced by your
classmates.

4
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Depth perception Excursion 4-2

r

'

If ybu have poor depth perception, you will never mafce it '1,,
as a passing quarterback or a receivang epd in football. Here
is yotir chance to measure youi own depth perception.

Find .a partner to wolic with. Each of you will do the
experiment twice with the right eye open, twice with the left
eye open, and twice with both eyes open: Record your own
data only (not your partner's) in fable I in your Record
Book.

You will 'need these materials:
6

2 sticks
2 clothespins

index card (about 3" x 5")
I index card- (5" x 7")
I pair of scissors
2 or 3 shed'ts of colored construCtion paper

S 4-

F

AellVITY 1. Fold till 3" x 5" Molex cerd lengthWise. Then
cut a slit 1.!cm wide, as shown: We'll call this slitted card a°-

-Newer s-:7

94 e
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ACTIVITY 2. Use the JJARned side of the-S" x 7" index *card
as. a backgrouneOlace one clothespin and one stick 40-50
pm in front of the card. Label the. clothespin "A."

Stack of books
other support

index card
Stick

ACTIVITY 3. Place thIpascond clothespin and the other stick
near the 5" x 7" card. Label this second clothespin "B." The
two sticks should be on imaginary lines about 5 cm wart.

ACTIVITY 4. Stand-about 2 m from stick A. View both sticks
through the sllt, using only one eye. When you do tl4experi-

,

. ment, yOu Will be_ expected to see only the midslip of the
sticks. Be sure you can do this..You should not hold the silt
so.that you see eltbeitIe toPs of the,sticks or the clothespins.

9f
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ACTIVITY 5. Stanti about 2 meters from stick A. You should
viev/ the sticks as in Activity 4. Stick B should be in front
of the white background. Your partner is to slovIrly Move stick
B forward toward A.-When you think the two sticks are along-
side each other, say "Stop." Then measure the distahce be-
tween A and B and record if in Table 1' of your Record,Book.

NOP

4

I.

,

. .

J a"..

,A

l'
. ,

Do Activity 5 twice 4ach eye alone and twice for both
eyes together. Then. have your partner switch piaces with .

you. ..

- . . .

Table 1

.14

Eye(s),

DIST4NE BETWEEN,A Ar4D B
(in cm)

Trial f Trial 2 Averate

Right only

Left only
t.

Both eyes
*.
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01. Based on this activity, how would you operationally
define depth perception?

02. You are driving a car, at high speed in daylight.. You
approach a slow-moving tractor in the road ahcad of you.
Why are you more likely to have a rear-end collision with
the tractor if your dcApth perception iS poor?

n3. Many animals, such as horses, cows, rabbits, and birds,
liave eyes in the .sides of their head. Others, such as men

and monkeys, have eyes-in the front of their head. According
to your data, why is it an advantage to have both eyes in
front rather thaii one on each side of the head?

Many variables can affect depth perception. If the sticks
are not round, .they can be turned so that they are viewed
edge-on instead of broadside. The sticks may also be colored.
The background color- and/or pattern may also be colored
(use construction paper). Rather than sticks, objects .of dif-
ferent shapes, jmd sizes might be used. You may also wish

. to vary the viewer's distance from the sticks.. . .

Perhaps you'd like to study the effects of one or more of
: these variables on depth perception. If so; record yqur exper-

iments, findings, and conclusions in your Record Book. -

'
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No Two Alike Excursion 4-3

Fingerprinting has long been accepted as a way ofidentifying
people. No two individuals, not even "identicar twins,.have
exacily the same fingerprints. Thus,, fingerprints are among
the most variable of all human features. Hold your thumbs :
up in front of you and look carefully at the print patterns.
Use. a hand lens if necessary.

al. Do your thumbs have identical print patterns?

You can get a clearer picture of yoilr thumbprints by
making an inked impression. To do this, you will need these
materials: .

r I inked stamp pad
l sheet of unlingd white Om
Several paper towels

Study the following activities to learn how to _make a
"rolled impression." You should get clear prints by using this
procedure.

ACTIVITY 1. lilace the white paper at the edge of a table..
DivIdg the edge of the paper with four fines and write "Ieit
thumb" In the space, as shown.

Caution By very, careful with your inIcivl fingers. Have paper
towels ready to wipe your fingers when you are tkrough.,

43
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ACTIVITY 2. Place the ink pad at the edge of a table. Place
the side of yolir ftnger on the Ink pad. doll your finger lightly
until it rests on the opposite side.

Edge
of table

ACTIVITY 3. Make one roll of each finger of the left hand lp
each of the divided areas on the paper. Do this by rolling the
finger once from one edge of 'the finger to the opposite edge,

- es shown. Immediately lift the fhtger and wipe clean before
doing the next finger.

Clean your hands bafgre doing the next activity.

ACTIVITY 4. Turn the paper to the opposite edge. Divide the
rtidge of the p4per with four lines and write "right thumb" mist
pe dividad se4tion, as shown.

. -.c.:-
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Repeat Activity 3 with the right hand., Then examine and .
compare all your prints. ,J

The fact that no two prints are alike presents a very chal-
lenging problem in measurement and classification. Figure
1 illustrates four of the basic categories of prints used by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Also shown is a
compound print that combines characteristics of several of
_the- basie--categories-

fr

6

Compare emit of your prints with the patterns in Figure
1, writing the print pattern beside each one. Then use Figure

to identify the prints you made is LT, L I, L2, etc.
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Complete Table I in your Record Book by writing the
name of the appropriate print pattern in the space provided.

PRINT PATTERN FOR EACH FINGER

Right hand

Left hand

02. Which, if any, of your fingers (including ihumb) had
prints in the same category? -

b3. Examine the prints of one of )rour classmates. Classify
them according to the four basic categoriesSee if your
classification agrees with that of their owner.

0411When you classify fingerprints, are you measuring
, the ?
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sampling Populations Excursion 5-1

Sampling a, population is a little like sampling candy.' You
don't have to eat all the, candy in the bag to get an idea
of what it tastes like. When people who study human popu-
lations (demokraphers) want the answer to some question,
they don't hive to ask every pers.& in the United States,
or Africa, or China! They pick a sample of people to answer
the question. Television networks, when checking the popu-
larity of their programs, don't ca).1 or write each person in
the United States to find out which programs they watch.
They have people skilled ain sampling find out for them.

One major television sampling cctmpany is the X. C.
Nielsen Co. or Chicago. Scion after the new television pro-
grams begin in the fall, the Nielsen rittinp are released.
Decisions are then made by the networks as to which pro-
grams will be dropped or what can be done to make a show
more popular. 'These decisions are very imPartant. Millions
of dollars of advertising.depend on the populaty of a show.

The Nielsen Company tises only 1,190 housEholds in rat-
ing television programi! Based on the viewing habits of 1,190
households, decisions are 'made thar affect what television
programs you will watch. Hosw jan the Nielsen Company
be sure that this small sample represents the viewing habits
of 2b0,000,000 Americans? Some work you did.earlier may'
give you an, idea.

AIM
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NORMAL CURVES Earlier in this unit you' sampled the population of your
classroom to get An idea of the variability of people's weight.
SupposOyou had taken a very large sample of thc total
l'khool population and then made a data graph. The graph
probably would have looked like the mountain-shaped
graphs =iou drew, for Chapter 4, only smoother. The shape
of the graph would haVe been much like the ishai* of the
zraph in Fipre 1. ,

FigurAl Weight

90 EXCURSION 5-1-
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Scientists have given a name to a daia-sample graph at
is high in the middle and low on the two ends. A moun
shaped curve of the sort shown in Figure 1 is said to bera
normal curve.

: I 1

MeOures of most continuously varyjng.human traits, when
graphed, give a normal curve. Thus, if the shape of a data-
sample giaph is a normal curve, then. the sample is consid-
ered to. represent the total population. iudgments can then
be made about the populatibn on the basis of what is known
abdut the sample.

The 1,190-member sample used by- the Nielseft Co iiany
gives a normal curve when graphed. Thus, it is ju ged to
be a" good representation of the total TV viewing popUlation.
The sample _represents all kinds of households: the most
typical hoiAebolds and the not so typical (Figure 2).

105
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Not very
typical

Unusual
households

-heueehelds

Differeqt
kinds of
households S.

Not.very
typical

01. What factors would put households into the Most Typi-
cal group? HoW would these factors affect TV viewing habits?

02. What factors can you think of that would put house-
holds into the Unusual group? How would these factors
affect TY viewing habits?

A

.4., it ,
Assume that you are the captain af,a spaceship from Planet T4KING A SAMPLEA PROBLEM
X of another solar system. You have come to Earth to capture
five Earthlings. You and your hunters have never seen an
Earthling. On a quiet afternoon your hunting party enters
a large building with a smooth wooden floor and a hooped
net hanging at either end. Quickly you capture five tall ciea-
tUres.

Upon reing to your spaceship, you repoit to Planet
X headquat: "Have captured five Earthlings. All Earth-
lings are animals ranging in height froiii- 6'6" to 7'31'. They
have black skin, do very funny tricks with bouncing spheres,
and wear very little clothing. On their clothing are symb1s
*at look like this: HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS."

+3)Iewould be rather obvious to other Earthlings,Mat your
sample did not represent all the population of Earth. Ingtead, 2 P.

E
3 '42your sa,Tple was taken from one end of a normal curve:, . z

03.. Look at Figurel. The curve represents the height of
humans in Ole United States in 1972. At which end of the .

curye wmild the basketball players be?

4

4.

-
Unusual

* households

Figure 2

Figure 3
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04. What could you do, as captain of the spaceship, to get
a more representative samfle of humans to take back to
Planet X?

In yo r answer to question 4, you might have suggested
that yoti.should bring back a larger sample. By bringing back
50-or 500 people instead of five pewle, you would increase
the chances of collecting a girl, which would certainly alter

- your...definition humans...Also. Abr. chances...of_ selecting.,
short people, whites, Indians, children, the elderly, etc., in-
creases with the increase in the number of peoPle captured.

Another suggestion that you might have made is that you
should collect humans from several placesin the world. This
would give you a much better ehanee of representing the
wide variety among humans.

One suggestion that you probably did not make is that
the sample should have been a random sample. PerhaPs you
don't know what a random sample is.

RANDOM SAMPLING Random sampliiig means "selection without bias." Selection
without bias in turn means that all members of a population
have an equal chance of being selected as part of_the sample.
A Planet X. hunting team landing in Alaska would have a,
greater chance rof capturing Eskimos than of capturine
Europeans. Therefore, such a sample would be biaked and
nof random.

Take another example. Suppose, for instance, you. wanted
to make a histograr of people's weights. Without Tealizing
it, you are attracted Jo heavier people. Because of this, you
unconsciously select the sixtgen.hedviest people in your class
as the sample to make your histogram: This would be biased
data. The skinny members of your claA- did not have ail
equal chance with dip heavy ones of being selicted as part
of the sample representing the cl&s `pOpulation.

-

4

92 EXCURSION 5-1

t 05. What could you do to avoid the 'effect of this uhcon-
. scious bias on your sample selection?

Random sampling 'and selection is very important. This
procedure is used for selecting draftees into the armed
service. In such a case every youpg man should be ensured

..of having an ectual chance of selictiOn. He is0 likely to want

1 05
A



*PLANET X
MUSEUM:

EARTH
s(RANDOM SAM4ING)0

to have a better chance than someone else of being selected.
Professional samplers use many techniques in making se-

lections and in getting representatiye samples. Whatever
procedure they use to sample a poptilation, it must include
the following..

A. complete descn-ptioli Of the population from whiëh
the sample is taken (kinds pf individuals; where and
when selected),

2. An appropriate sample size to give a good cross section
of the population

3. A randomly selected sample

As you investigate the cidestions raised in the problem
breaks in Chapter 5, remember the importance of sampling.
In each cak you will be asked to make judgments about
populations. To make these judgments, you will have to work
with samples of these populations. Be sure to do a good job
of getting a representative sample.

4
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